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Discussion Topics 
• Overview of school maintenance programs 
• The critical role of preventive maintenance 
• The work order process – 2 examples 
• The importance of communication and community involvement 
• PM and facility management requirements for CIP eligibility – 6 elements 
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Maintenance = Extended Facility Life 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All elements of life, including buildings, are affected by time.  As building materials age, they weaken, deteriorate, and collapse prematurely unless they are supported by maintenance.  The forces of nature corrupt much more quickly when human caretakers fail in their persistence to maintain... 



School building materials, wear factors, 
and maintenance requirements. 

• Average Age of School Facilities in Alaska = 20+ Years. 
• Proper maintenance yields a long life span.  Lack of care brings premature failure 
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Deterioration of School Facilities – 
Contributing Elements 

Organic solvents, 
cleaning solutions 

Abrasives 

Mechanical 
stress 

Acids, salts, 
alkaline Radiant Energy 

Cycles of heat, 
cold & relative 

humidity 

Water 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
**It is important to note that water is particularly damaging:  It can dissolve building materials over time, and fosters rot and insect intrusion.  As a universal solvent, water is a catalyst for chemical reactions.  It can consume wood, erode masonry, corrode metal, peel paint, expand when frozen, and permeate everywhere when it evaporates.  It warps, swells, discolors, rusts, loosens, mildews, and causes odor.  Since most buildings today are airtight and well insulated, they can generate high levels destructive moisture in hard to detect areas within the building envelope.



Maintenance vs. Learning Environment 

Appropriate scheduling of maintenance activities is critical  
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Maintenance Categories 
• General Maintenance 
• Grounds Maintenance 
• Preventive Maintenance 
• Emergency Repair 
• Vandalism 
• Vehicle Maintenance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(click)•	General maintenance •	Grounds maintenance•	Preventive maintenance•	Emergency repair•	Vandalism •	Vehicle maintenance 



Discussion Topics 
• Overview of school maintenance programs 

• The critical role of preventive maintenance 
• The work order process – 2 examples 
• The importance of communication and community involvement 
• PM and facility management requirements for CIP eligibility – 6 elements 
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Preventive Maintenance 
Preservation through a cyclical process of inspections 

“to ensure the school operates at proper efficiency without interruption” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preventive Maintenance (or PM) is the art of preservation clad in a cyclical process of inspections.  PM is the diagnostic tool of facilities management as well as the preservative for the physical plant.  It prevents potential problems from occurring.  PM is comprised of planned maintenance procedures intended to ensure that the school operates at its proper efficiency without interruption.



The Benefits of Preventive Maintenance 
• Provides for extended life of the building and grounds. 
• Provides a healthy learning environment for students. 
• Increases the productivity of faculty, administrators, 

students, and maintenance personnel. 
• Aesthetic qualities of the building and grounds are 

improved and maintained. 
• Timely identification of building degradation that may 

otherwise be unnoticed. 
• Maintains compliance with current codes and standards.  
• Achieves reductions in energy consumption. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The benefits of PM in schools are:(click each)•	Extends the life of the building and grounds •	Provides an appropriate and healthy  learning environment for students•	Increases the productivity of faculty, administrators, students, and  maintenance personnel•	Improves and maintains the aesthetic qualities of the building and grounds•	Identifies degradation of building elements that may otherwise be unnoticed•	Ensures compliance with current building codes and standards•	Reduces energy consumption to the lowest possible levels



PM vs. Other Types of Maintenance 
• Predictive Maintenance  
Anticipate failure through vibration, ultrasonic, infrared detection 

• Corrective Maintenance 
Planned replacement of worn parts – based on PM inspections 

• Repair Maintenance 
Maintenance work that requires immediate action 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(click each) Predictive maintenance aims to anticipate failure using technological detection equipment such as vibration analysis, infrared scanning, and ultrasonic testing.  Corrective maintenance consists of planned replacement of non-emergency, obsolete, worn, broken, or inoperative building components, usually based on PM inspections.  Repair maintenance is work that requires immediate action to restore safe facility operations or services, or to fix problems that could interrupt activities, such as repairing a broken water line or replacing a broken window.



Common PM Tasks 
 

• Cleaning 
• Painting 
• Lubricating  
• Replacing Worn Parts 
• Lighting Replacement and Repair 
 
 
Objective:  to keep materials and components maintained 
at an optimal level of performance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common PM tasks include the following:•	Surface Cleaning (which includes:  hand cleaning, power tool cleaning, and blast cleaning)•	Painting – protection of interior and exterior surfaces•	Lubricating•	Replacing worn parts•	PM for lighting systems (which includes:  lamp replacement, reflective surface cleaning,  and maintenance required for ensuring steady electrical supply)



Prioritizing PM Procedures 
• Life Safety 
• Overall Safety 
• Regulatory Requirements 
• Known Requirements 
• Equipment Life Cycle 
• Energy Efficiency 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following list suggests the order in which PM tasks should be prioritized:(click each)Life Safety:  Items that, if not addressed, have the potential to threaten the lives of the school’s occupants.  Some examples are exposed live wires, asbestos fibers, or missing stairs.Overall Safety:  Items that jeopardize the general safety of occupants, such as tripping hazards or light malfunctions.Regulatory Requirements:  Items that are not in compliance with building codes and other regulations, such as IBC (building codes), NFPA (fire codes), ADA, EPA, and OSHA.  Examples include lack of exit signs, malfunctioning exit doors, and insufficient building EGRESS.Known Requirements:  items that have the potential to violate code and regulation requirements.  Examples include some ADA issues, posting signage, or maintaining 36” of clear space in front of electrical panels.Equipment Life Cycle:  Items that require routine life cycle maintenance. (such as: changing filters, replacing fan belts)Energy Efficiency:  Items that have the potential for energy savings through PM component upgrades, such as lighting fixtures and HVAC equipment.



Contracting Outside Professionals 
Licensed Professionals Required: 

 
• Elevators 
• Alarm Systems 
• Fire Systems 
• Pest Control Systems 
• Fire Extinguisher Certification 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following equipment always requires licensed professionals:(click)•	Elevators•	Alarm systems•	Fire systems•	Pest control systems•	Fire extinguisher certification



Successful PM Protocol - Training 
• Establish routine training sessions 
• Collect and provide up-to-date training materials 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• On the job training         Perfect skills under supervision 
• New equipment          Vendor service training 
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PM Protocol – Record Keeping 
 

“Essential for understanding the potential 
of equipment failure and preventing future  
problems” 

 
 
 

• Work logs 
• Work orders 
• Inspection checklists 
• Equipment maintenance logs 
• Equipment manuals and warrantees 
• Computerized maintenance management software (CMMS) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comprehensive records should be kept regarding all aspects of the preventive maintenance and repair process.  A PM program’s paperwork usually consists of: (click)•	work logs•	work orders•	inspection checklists•	equipment maintenance logs, and •	Equipment manuals and warranteesArchive files should also be kept of equipment manufacturers’ instructions and warrantees. 



PM Protocol 
Equipment Records & Tagging 
 
 
 
 
Equipment Record Details: 
 
• Location / Building  
• Room number 
• Equipment name / tag # 
• Description of equipment defect 
• Description of the PM or repair task to be performed 
• Estimated work hours need to complete the PM task 
• Task assignment  
• Cost  
• Date 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When equipment is repaired or serviced, equipment records should ideally include the following information:(click)•	Location or Building•	Room number•	Equipment Name (and equipment number)•	Description of the equipment defect•	Description of the PM or repair task to be performed•	Estimated work hours needed to complete the PM or repair task •	Individual or company assigned to complete the task•	Cost of materials / cost of contractor services•	Date of service / repair



Discussion Topics 
• Overview of school maintenance programs 
• The critical role of preventive maintenance 

• The work order process – 2 examples 
• The importance of communication and community involvement 
• PM and facility management requirements for CIP eligibility – 6 elements 
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MAINTENANCE WORK 
ORDERS 
The ‘How To’ guide for getting things fixed 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All school districts in Alaska are required by statute and regulation to “have a formal maintenance management program that records maintenance activities on a work order basis”.  Work orders are written whenever any maintenance activity is requested or undertaken.  The work order process is dynamic and unique to each school district throughout the state.  No one single work order system works best for all – school size, student population, and associated staffing requirements vary from one school to another.   For this reason, the 53 different school districts within Alaska have developed their own unique – yet similar systems of maintenance management.Although the work order process may vary from district to another, there is a common theme on how the work order process is undertaken.  



Decision 

Approvers Will: 

• Accept or reject the 
request 

• Set the Priority of 
Request 

• Fill in remaining fields -  
(Administrative Data) 

  

Data Entry 

Approved Requests will be entered 
into the CMMS Work Order System 

 (School Dude, Maximo, TMA) 

  

Maintenance work order request 
form 

• Can be requested by any staff 
member in the school 

• Requests are submitted using 
the electronic ‘work order 
request’ form in the CMMS or  
handwriting traditional paper 
work order request forms 

  

Approval Process 

• Requests are delivered 
/e-mailed to a 
designated  approver 

•  Approvers:  
Instructional Leaders, 
Maintenance 
Supervisors, Director 
of Maintenance, 
Superintendent 

  

Work Order Process:  Initiation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 24



Scheduled 

  

Maintenance Task Completion 

• Actual completion date, time 
spent, materials (new purchase 
/inventory part) and cost are 
recorded onto the work order 

• Completed work order data 
verified  - entered into the 
CMMS 

  

Work Order 

• Produced by the CMMS 

• Delivered to the Maintenance Dept. 

(electronic or paper) 

• Estimated start date 

• Estimated completion date 

• Prioritized  

1.  Emergency 

2.  Life/ Safety  

3.  PM 

4. Corrective or seasonal maintenance 

  

  

  

Deferred  

Due to: 

• Parts availability 

• Scheduling conflict 
(school activities or 
other on-going projects) 

• Cost (funds unavailable) 

  

Work Order Process:  Action & Completion 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 25



Various types of Work 
Order Requests 
• Computer (email) or handwritten 
• Depends on district size and protocol 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of various types of work order requests:Computer (e-mail) generatedHandwrittenThe type of work order request used depends on the district’s size and maintenance work order protocol



Maintenance Request - Procedure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Large District Example: 

Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance Request Procedure – Large district exampleMat-Su Borough School District  (36 Schools – largest area-wide district in Alaska)The Superintendent oversees the Director of Operations and Maintenance. The O&M Director, in-turn, oversees a maintenance staff of 35employees and also oversees and works closely with the district’s custodial staff.  The school district is divided into 3 regional divisions:  East, Central, and West.  Each division has an associated Maintenance Forman and Custodial Supervisor
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work orders and work requests are being generated on a daily basis.  Preventive maintenance work orders are produced monthly by the School Dude CMMS program.  Corrective maintenance work orders created on an “as needed” basis by administrative staff and teachers throughout the schools.  All maintenance work requests are entered into the CMMS program after being approved by the school administrator.  Work order requests are sent to the appropriate maintenance foreman – who prioritizes and schedules the work on a daily basis.  The Superintendent can  re-prioritize a work request if needed.  	Five levels of priority have been established:  #1 Life & safety, #2 Adverse effect on educational programs, #3 Normal maintenance tasks (preventive maintenance included), #4 Convenience maintenance (installations), #5 Capital Projects (large summer maintenance projects).  Funding issues, as determined by the District’s CFO, can also become an influential factor as to how a project is prioritized.   Emergency projects are responded to and completed within 24 hours.  Protection projects receive immediate response and are completed within 72 hours. Enhancement projects are responded to within 24 hours, and are completed within 3 to 5 days. 



Mat-Su Borough School District 

Administrative organization 

• Superintendent 
• Director of operations and 

maintenance 
• 3 maintenance divisions:  

east, central, and west 
• Maintenance foreman and  

custodial supervisor for each 
division 

• Maintenance technicians, 
custodial staff associated 
with each division 

Work order process 

• Work request – site level school 
admin. and teachers 

• Request approval – school 
administrator 

• Entered into CMMS 
• Work request to appropriate 

maintenance foreman 
• Prioritized and scheduled 
• Work order issued 
• Work order completion 
• Completion notes written on issued 

work order 
• Submitted to admin. secretary for 

entry into CMMS 
• Weekly status reports / monthly 

summary reports 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a work order is completed, details (labor time, material cost, travel, etc.) are written onto the paper work order and submitted to the administrative secretary for final entry into the CMMS program.  Work orders are closed out, costs are verified, and work related invoices are processed on a daily basis.  Weekly status reports and monthly summary reports are produced as a constant check on the work order process.Only large and / or expensive CIP type projects are subject to prior approval by Borough Assembly.    Miscellaneous repairs are funded thru the district’s annual maintenance operation funding.



Maintenance Request Procedure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Small District Example 

Hoonah City School District 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small District ExampleHoonah City School District  (One K thru 12 school campus)Work orders are produced on a regular basis.  Preventive maintenance work orders are generated monthly / quarterly / semi-annually by SERRC’s Maximo CMMS program. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corrective maintenance work requests are hand-written, and submitted on “green sheet’ request forms.  The work requests are generated on an “as needed” basis by staff and teachers throughout the school.  All work requests are subject to the superintendent’s approval prior to being passed on to the Maintenance Contractor.  The Maintenance Contractor prioritizes the work request once delivered to his office.  Safety, water, sewer, and electrical issues automatically receive the highest priority response.  Preventive maintenance work orders receive second priority response.  Installation work or non-life/safety related repairs receive the lowest priority attention.  When work is completed - time, costs, comments, and materials used are recorded in notepad work logs.  The completed work orders are closed out and entered into the CMMS database on a daily basis. 



Hoonah City School District 

Administrative organization 

• Superintendent 
• Maintenance contractor 
• Site administrator 
• Custodial staff 

Work order process 

• Work requests – site level – all 
district staff involved 

• Hand written work request sheets 
• Work request approval – 

Superintendent 
• Work request forwarded to 

Maintenance Contractor 
• Prioritized and scheduled as W/O 
• Time, cost, comments written in daily 

work log 
• Completed W/O entered into CMMS 

at end of each day 
• Weekly meetings with 

Superintendent to discuss on-going 
issues, future maintenance needs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately ½ hour per day (~20 hours / month) are required for processing work orders. Completed work orders are reviewed and summarized in weekly discussions with the Superintendent.  Weekly meetings with the superintendent also address future maintenance needs, and on-going maintenance issues.



Discussion Topics 
• Overview of school maintenance programs 
• The critical role of preventive maintenance 
• The work order process – 2 examples 

• The importance of communication and community 
involvement 

• PM and facility management requirements for CIP eligibility – 6 elements 
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Communicate! 

Observed problems should be communicated and addressed promptly 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An organized maintenance system combined with effective communication are critical components for a proper school maintenance program.  Communication between maintenance personnel, teachers, students, and administrators is paramount.  Observed problems should be communicated and addressed promptly.  Students should be included by being routienly informed of their importance in keeping the school functioning properly.  Technology, such as smart phones,  e-mail, and access to computerized maintenance management software (CMMS), are helpful tools in quickly identifying, reporting, and solving problems.



Paths of communication 
• Teachers 
• School Nurse 
• Site Administrator 
• Maintenance Department 
• Custodial Services 
• Superintendent 

 
 
 
 

Courteous communication builds good working 
relationships 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paths of CommunicationTeachers – first point of contact for classroom issues – usually minor problemsSchool Nurse – point of contact for health related maintenance issues (indoor air quality, mold issues, allergic and chemical reactions)Site Administrator – point of contact for broader based campus maintenance issuesMaintenance Department – for emergency type repairs - call the maintenance department directCustodial Services – cleaning issues and methods – good accessibility for relaying information to site administratorSuperintendent – involvement depends on district size and protocolRemember that feedback is important.  As an example, when a maintenance technician completes a task, inform the requester that the problem has  been corrected.   Courteous communication builds good working relationships between maintenance and school staff personnel.



Positive Role Models 
School Maintenance Technicians 
School Custodians 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Encourage positive rapport with students 
• Become a visible presence on campus 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance technicians can play a beneficial role in helping students respect their school and its property. Maintenance personnel should be encouraged to take the initiative to establish a positive rapport with students, and become a visible presence on campus. In doing so, the students may come to understand that the school and its property are not maintained by invisible, nameless bodies - but very real individuals.



Community Involvement 
Avenues for participation in creating a healthy, well 
maintained school environment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Citizen’s Advisory Committee 
• PTA 
• School Board Planning Sessions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providing for pathways of outside perspective is an essential element in maintaining a healthy school environment.  Facility maintenance technicians don’t always see the maintenance issues first hand, or because of a demanding work load, become complacent in repairing minor deficiencies. Most commonly, it’s the visitor, or people working in the building that are seeing the issues “with a fresh set of eyes”.There are several ways for community members to become involved in the school maintenance planning process - when maintenance issues or facility improvement projects deserve added attention.  Monthly meetings, quarterly workshops, or annual CIP planning and review sessions are common avenues for public participation.  Depending on the community’s preference, opportunities for public involvement are most commonly provided by:-	Citizens Advisory Committees-	Parent Teacher Association s (PTA)-	School Board Planning Sessions



Discussion Topics 
• Overview of school maintenance programs 
• The critical role of preventive maintenance 
• The work order process – 2 examples 
• The importance of communication and community involvement 

• PM and facility management requirements for CIP 
eligibility – 6 elements 
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Grant Applications – Statute Requirements 
AS 14.11.011  /   4 AAC 31.013 

Each district is required to have a preventive 
maintenance plan that includes:  
maintenance management program, capable of tracking the timing and 
costs of planned and completed maintenance activities 

energy management program for district buildings  
custodial care program for district buildings 

maintenance training program for facility managers and maintenance 
employees 

renewal and replacement schedules for major facility components 

fixed asset inventory system for equipment valued $5000 or more 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each district is required to have a preventive maintenance plan that includes: (click each)maintenance management program, capable of tracking the timing and costs of planned and completed maintenance activitiesenergy management program for district buildings custodial care program for district buildingsmaintenance training program for facility managers and maintenance employeesrenewal and replacement schedules for major facility componentsfixed asset inventory system for equipment valued $5000 or more



Maintenance Management Program 
Requirements: 
• A formal work order system 
• Ability to track timing and costs 
• Ability to track labor and materials 
• Ability to produce reports of planned and completed work 
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Presentation Notes
Maintenance Management Program Requirements:(click each)-A formal work order system-Ability to track timing and costs-Ability to track labor and materials-Ability to produce reports of planned and completed work



Energy Management Plan Requirements: 
• Ability to record energy consumption for all utilities on a 

monthly basis 
• Utilities are recorded for each building 
• Utilities include electricity, heating oil, propane, and water 
• If the facility was constructed before 12/15/2004,  the 

district may record energy consumption for multiple 
buildings served by one utility plant (one meter) 
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Presentation Notes
Energy Management Plan Requirements:(click each)-Ability to record energy consumption for all utilities on a monthly basis-Utilities are recorded for each building-Utilities include electricity, heating oil, propane, and water-If the facility was constructed before 12/15/2004,  the district may record energy consumption for multiple buildings served by one utility plant (one meter)



Custodial Program Requirements: 
• Provide  a schedule and description of custodial activities 

for each building 
• The custodial schedule is based on type of work and 

scope of effort required for each building 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Custodial Program Requirements:(click each)-Provide  a schedule and description of custodial activities for each building-The custodial schedule is based on type of work and scope of effort required for each building



Training Program Requirements: 
• Provide a training program that specifies training for 

custodial and maintenance staff 
• Maintain training logs describing type and duration of 

training received by individuals 
• Provide training logs recording both completed and 

scheduled training sessions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training Program Requirements:(click each)-Provide a training program that specifies training for custodial and maintenance staff-Maintain training logs describing type and duration of training received by individuals-Provide training logs recording both completed and scheduled training sessions



Capital Planning Requirements: 
• Provide renewal and replacement schedules for each 

school facility over 1,000 gsf. 
• Identify the construction cost of major building systems 

(electrical, mechanical, structural, etc…) 
• Evaluate and establish the life-expectancy of major 

building systems 
• Compare life-expectancy to the age and condition of 

major building systems 
• Use the renewal and replacement data to forecast the 

replacement year and cost for each system 
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Presentation Notes
Capital Planning Requirements:(click each)-Provide renewal and replacement schedules for each school facility over 1,000 gsf.-Identify the construction cost of major building systems (electrical, mechanical, structural, etc…)-Evaluate and establish the life-expectancy of major building systems-Compare life-expectancy to the age and condition of major building systems-Use the renewal and replacement data to forecast the replacement year and cost for each system



DEED Renewal and Replacement Schedule 

www.education.alaska.gov/facilities/publications.htm 
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Fixed Asset Requirement: 
• Provide a report which records assets valued at $5,000* 

or more 
• Date acquired 
• Location  
• Estimated date of service 

 
 
 
 

*(minimal level of asset valuation is usually associated with the district’s tax audit 
requirements   - $500 valuation is commonly used by some) 
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Presentation Notes
Fixed Asset Requirement:(click each)-Provide a report which records assets valued at $5,000* or more-Date acquired-Location -Estimated date of service-*(minimal level of asset valuation is usually associated with the district’s tax audit requirements   - $500 valuation is commonly used by some)



In review 
• Building components wear out eventually 
• Various types of maintenance are employed.  Preventive 

Maintenance (PM) extends component life cycles 
• Successful PM requires training and record keeping 
• Work order system required in Alaska 
• Unique, yet similar, work order systems throughout Alaska 
• ‘Maintenance work requests’ start the work order process 
• Maintenance planning  - the public is invited 
• A comprehensive preventive maintenance and facility 

management program is required State CIP funding 
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Presentation Notes
In review:(click each)Building components eventually wear out – maintenance is needed to repair or replace worn componentsVarious types of maintenance are employed to maintain a facility – predictive, preventive, corrective, and repair.  Preventive Maintenance (PM) involves the scheduled process of component inspections – with the purpose of maintaining equipment to extend life cycles.All Schools in Alaska are required to use a work order based maintenance management program when maintenance activities are required.All Alaskan school districts have developed unique, yet similar work order systems.  Far reaching and remote school districts will have different organizational requirements, as opposed to the more urban type districts, with their associated larger facilities and more complex management systems.  Many smaller districts that may only have one facility to manage – a simple work order system involving 2 or 3 people may all that’s required.‘Maintenance work requests’ start the work order process.  Request protocol varies from one district to anotherMaintenance Planning:  Community involvement in the school maintenance planning process is possible through school related community action groups and school board work sessions.  Teachers, custodians, maintenance employees, site administrators, and district superintendents are also receptive to public comment regarding maintenance issues – and will process the information through appropriate district proceduresA comprehensive preventive maintenance and facility management program is required State CIP funding  The 6 required elements include having;  a formal maintenance management program, an energy management plan, a custodial plan, a maintenance training program, the use of renewal and replacement schedules, and a fixed asset inventory system.



Resources 
• Preventive Maintenance Guidelines For School Facilities                 

John C. Maciha, RS Means Company, 2000 

• Indoor Air Quality – Tools for Schools                                                   
US Environmental Protection Agency / Office of Air and Radiation (6609)/EPA 402-K-95-001(third edition)       
January, 2005 

• Facilities Masters Online Webcast                                           
“Improving Indoor Air Quality and the Learning Environment” – July 2012                  
http://www.facilitymastersonline.com/webcasts/  

    Classroom Maintenance:  Ed Cenedella (Hampden-Wilbraham Regional School District, NH)     
    Classroom Organization:  Janet Brough (Laconia School District, MA) and Sandy Rhee (Organization Guru) 
 

• Alaska School Laws and Regulations Annotated  2011-2012 edition      
     4 AAC 31.013.  Preventive maintenance and facility management.  
 

• Alaska School Facilities Preventive Maintenance Handbook 
     http://education.alaska.gov/facilities/publications.html 
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Questions? 
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